Behind the scenes at The Open 2013

The BIGGA Open Support Team tell the inside story of a red-hot Open Championship with their own words and photos from a scorching Muirfield
The 142nd Open Championship proved to be a real scorcher with the downpours of last year replaced by bright sunshine, at times intense heat and a true links look to the course. This all added up to a tough but fair challenge for the world’s best golfers, and Phil Mickelson’s 66 on the final day to secure the Claret Jug has already passed into the annals of golf history. Of course, the Support Team will be able to say “I was there”.

As well as the RIGGA Support Team, the home team headed by Course Manager Colin Irvine were assisted by a team of local greenkeepers from neighbouring courses at Gullane, Archerfield, Luffness and the Renaissance Club, plus a greenkeeper from each of the other Open venues and some on R&A scholarships.

On the very first morning Gary Salaboury from Brougham Park Golf Club went out with Ed Choi, Miguel Angel Jimenez and the American Jimmy Walker. Gary said: “Jimmy seemed fascinated by my rake and asked how heavy it was and whether he could hold it. I replied that he could if he let me hold his driver to see how heavy it was!”

Gary Cunningham joined Justin Rose and saw a highly frustrating incident for the US Open winner: “He went to use the players’ toilet near the 6th only to find it was locked. He knocked on the door and a female spectator eventually emerged – she’d been getting locked in it. Rose’s face was a picture.”

John Keenaghan from Chipping Sodbury Golf Club saw an outrageous shot on the 9th during the Second Round: “Stephen Gallacher played his ball deliberately off a wall, on to the green, pitched and made an eagle.”

The start of the Third Round saw two players struggle to make their 8.20am tee time. Michael Joyce from Moortown Golf Club witnessed the mayhem: “Carl Petterson and Jonas Blixt were late and had to sprint to the tee chased by marshalls. The lack of preparation clearly didn’t affect Petterson because he holed an iron shot from the fairway to eagle the 6th.

As the crowds increased over the weekend, the team heard the occasional boisterous and bizarre shout from the public galleries. Adam Scott’s round on Saturday was followed by Richard Holmes from Croxdale Heath Golf Club, and Richard said: “Scott was struggling on one hole and a fan shouted to his caddy Steve Williams ‘do something!’ Williams replied ‘what more do you want me to do? He's just won the Masters.’

The final day saw a relaxed Peter Senior chat to Stuart Ferguson from Dundas Park Golf Club. Stuart said: “At the start of the 3rd round Senior apologised to me for the amount of tees he was about to go if in the end he hit six.”

The final day also saw drama at the 9th hole – but not the sort Jason Day was looking for. Gary Cunningham said: “Day backed a shot into one of the stands and someone shouted ‘six’ but it was ‘caught out’ by a fan.”

The random draw to see who would accompany which player rewarded Jaey Goodchild from Bowood Golf & Country Club with the once-in-a-lifetime chance to follow fellow Aussie Adam Scott around the links as he made his bid for the Claret Jug on the penultimate round of the week.

Of course, there was to be no Aussie celebration, but Jaey summed the experience up by saying: “It was an awesome week and I was privileged to be part of it. I love the atmosphere at big events and you get a bunch of guys together who are all there for the same reasons, with the same mindset, and the team spirit is brilliant. I hope I get a chance to do it again one day.”

Michael Long from Littlestone Golf Club said: “I had a fantastic time working with superbly professional greenkeepers from around the country. I made a few good friends, and it’s great to spend time with such a highly prestigious golf club. Strangely great weather for Scotland as well which was a real bonus!”

Stefan Carter from Forest Hill Golf & Country Club added: “It’s been an amazing week with superlative weather which has been a massive factor for us. It’s my first time doing anything like this and I can’t wait to do it again. I ruled for Lee Westwood which was a privilege – the only disappointment for me was he didn’t win so I can’t say I was with the winner!”

Andy Slingbury from Halifax West End Golf Club said: “The organisation has been superb, everything about it has been first-class and it’s been a pleasure to be here. The weather’s been magnificent which has topped it off.”

Jamie Finch from Sheringham Golf Club said: “Where else do you get the chance to follow the world’s greatest players up the fairways? I’ve found all the players to have been friendly and a lot of us have got signed golf balls and gloves. It gives you a real buzz especially when the crowds are big.”

The Open 2013

The start of the Third Round

Stefan Carter with Lee Westwood (photo by Richard Jenkinson)

Bunker stats

Before the tournament began we asked all members of the Support Team to guess how many bunkers would be hit on each day, and the closest guesses with vouchers for each day and overall. Here are the results:

**Thursday** - 453
  Closest Guess: 473 - John Keenaghan
  Overall - 577
  Closest Guess: 472 - Jamie Reeves

**Friday** - 577
  Closest Guess: 560 - Steven Lloyd & Gary Cunningham

**Saturday** - 279
  Closest Guess: 283 - Adam Matthews

**Total** - 1,571 Closest Guesses

**Closest Guess 261 Adam Lloyd & Gary Cunningham**

**Closest Guess 472 Jamie Reeves**

**Closest Guess 473 John Keenaghan**

**Closest Guess 560 Steven Lloyd & Gary Cunningham**
The 142nd Open Championship proved to be a real scorer with the downslope of last year replaced by bright sunshine, at times intense heat and a true links look to the course. This all added up to a tough but fair challenge for the world’s best golfers, and Phil Mickelson’s 66 on the final day to secure the Claret Jug has already passed into the annals of golf history. Of course, the Support Team will be able to say “I was there”.

As well as the BRGGA Support Team, the home team headed by Course Manager Colin Irvine were assisted by a team of local greenkeepers from neighbouring courses at Gullane, Archerfield, Luftness and the Renaissance Club, plus a greenkeeper from each of the other Open venues and some on R&A scholarships.

On the very first morning Gary Salisbury from Burghley Park Golf Club went out with Ed Chua, Miguel Angel Jimenez and the American Jimmy Walker. Gary said: “It was a great day and whether he could hold it. I replied that he could if he let me hold his driver to see how heavy it was!”

Gary Cunningham joined Justin Rose and saw a highly frustrating incident for the US Open winner: “He went to use the players’ toilet near the 6th only to find it was locked. He knocked on the door and a female spectator eventually emerged – she’d been getting locked. His face was a picture.”

John Keenaghan from Chipping Sodbury Golf Club saw an outrageous shot on the 9th during the Third Round - Stefan Carter with Lee Westwood (photo by Richard Jenkinson)

The early morning prep team

The start of the Third Round saw two players struggle to make their 8.20am tee time. Michael Joyce from Moortown Golf Club witnessed the mayhem:

“Carl Petterson and Jonas Blixt were late and had to sprint to the tee chaised by marshalls. The lack of preparation clearly didn’t affect Petterson because he holed an iron shot from the fairway to eagle the 6th.

As the crowds increased over the weekend, the team heard the occasional boisterous and bizarre shout from the public galleries. Adam Scott’s round on Saturday was followed by Richard Holmes from Croxall Heath Golf Club, and Richard said: “Scott was struggling on one hole and a fan shouted to his caddy Steve Williams ‘do something’. Williams replied ‘what more do you want me to do? He’s just won the Masters.’

The final morning saw a relaxed Peter Senior chat to Stuart Ferguson from Dundas Park Golf Club. Stuart said: “At the start of the round Senior apologised to me for the amount of bunkers he was about to go into the end he hit six.”

The final day also saw drama at the 9th hole – but not the sort Jason Day was looking for. Gary Cunningham said: “Day backed a shot into one of the sand and someone shouted ‘six’…but it was vaunted ‘out by a foot’.

The random draw to see who would accompany which player rewarded Jaey Goodchild from Bowood Golf & Country Club with the once-in-a-lifetime chance to follow fellow Aussie Adam Scott around the links as he made his bid for the Claret Jug on the penultimate round of the week.

Of course, there was to be no Aussie celebration, but Jaey summed the experience up by saying: “It was an awesome week and I was privileged to be part of it. I love the atmosphere at big events and when you get a bunch of guys together who are all there for the same reasons, with the same mindset, and the team spirit is brilliant. I hope I get a chance to do it again one day.”

Michael Long from Littlestone Golf Club said: “It had a fantastic time working with superbly professional greenkeepers from around the country. I made a few good friends, and it’s great to spend time at such a highly prestigious golf club. Strangely great weather for Scotland as well which was a real bonus!”

Stefan Carter from Forest Hill Golf & Country Club added: “It’s been an amazing week with superstitious weather which has been a massive factor for us. It’s my first time doing anything like this and I can’t wait to do it again. I railed for Lee Westwood which was a privilege – the only disappointment for me was he didn’t win so I can’t say I was with the winner!”

Andy Slingerby from Halifax West End Golf Club said: “The organisation has been superb, everything about it has been first-class and it’s been a pleasure to be here. The weather’s been magnificent which has topped it off.”

Jamie Pitch from Sheringham Golf Club said: “Where do you get the chance to follow the world’s greatest players up the fairways? I’ve found all the players to have been friendly and a lot of us have got signed golf balls and gloves. It gives you a real buzz especially when the crowds are big.”

John Llong from Littlestone Golf Club said: “I had a fantastic time working with superbly professional greenkeepers from around the country. I made a few good friends, and it’s great to spend time with others.

Gary Cunningham joined Justin Rose and saw a highly frustrating incident for the US Open winner: “He went to use the players’ toilet near the 6th only to find it was locked. He knocked on the door and a female spectator eventually emerged – she’d been getting locked. His face was a picture.”
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“Carl Petterson and Jonas Blixt were late and had to sprint to the tee chaised by marshalls. The lack of preparation clearly didn’t affect Petterson because he holed an iron shot from the fairway to eagle the 6th.

As the crowds increased over the weekend, the team heard the occasional boisterous and bizarre shout from the public galleries. Adam Scott’s round on Saturday was followed by Richard Holmes from Croxall Heath Golf Club, and Richard said: “Scott was struggling on one hole and a fan shouted to his caddy Steve Williams ‘do something’. Williams replied ‘what more do you want me to do? He’s just won the Masters.’

The final morning saw a relaxed Peter Senior chat to Stuart Ferguson from Dundas Park Golf Club. Stuart said: “At the start of the round Senior apologised to me for the amount of bunkers he was about to go into the end he hit six.”

The final day also saw drama at the 9th hole – but not the sort Jason Day was looking for. Gary Cunningham said: “Day backed a shot into one of the sand and someone shouted ‘six’…but it was vaunted ‘out by a foot’.

The random draw to see who would accompany which player rewarded Jaey Goodchild from Bowood Golf & Country Club with the once-in-a-lifetime chance to follow fellow Aussie Adam Scott around the links as he made his bid for the Claret Jug on the penultimate round of the week.

Of course, there was to be no Aussie celebration, but Jaey summed the experience up by saying: “It was an awesome week and I was privileged to be part of it. I love the atmosphere at big events and when you get a bunch of guys together who are all there for the same reasons, with the same mindset, and the team spirit is brilliant. I hope I get a chance to do it again one day.”

Michael Long from Littlestone Golf Club said: “It had a fantastic time working with superbly professional greenkeepers from around the country. I made a few good friends, and it’s great to spend time at such a highly prestigious golf club. Strangely great weather for Scotland as well which was a real bonus!”

Stefan Carter from Forest Hill Golf & Country Club added: “It’s been an amazing week with superstitious weather which has been a massive factor for us. It’s my first time doing anything like this and I can’t wait to do it again. I railed for Lee Westwood which was a privilege – the only disappointment for me was he didn’t win so I can’t say I was with the winner!”

Andy Slingerby from Halifax West End Golf Club said: “The organisation has been superb, everything about it has been first-class and it’s been a pleasure to be here. The weather’s been magnificent which has topped it off.”

Jamie Pitch from Sheringham Golf Club said: “Where do you get the chance to follow the world’s greatest players up the fairways? I’ve found all the players to have been friendly and a lot of us have got signed golf balls and gloves. It gives you a real buzz especially when the crowds are big.”
DIARY FROM THE OPEN
– PHILLIP SNELLIN

I’m a greenkeeper at Donaghadee Golf Club where I have also been a member for 20 years. When I got into greenkeeping I never dreamed I would have the best week of my life doing something I love. I applied back in January to work at The Open and when I was accepted I was so excited, I’d heard my Course Manager Aaron Small tell many stories about his time on the Support Team at Turnberry in 2009.

I flew to Edinburgh and as soon as I arrived was made to feel so welcome. It was great to talk to so many other professionals in the same field as myself.

Before I knew it, Thursday morning had arrived and I was on the tee with my rake at 8am with Jason Day, Martin Kaymer and Garrick Porteous – what a fantastic experience. When I returned to the BIGGA cabin close to the first tee I shared my story with other greenkeepers who had got back and also chatted with those who were excitedly waiting to go out.

On the Friday I got what I thought was the dream draw – Tom Watson, Fred Couples and Sir Nick Faldo! Just watching them hit shots is something I will remember forever. I didn’t think it could get any better than that until I was drawn to accompany game number 41 for the Saturday. The cut was at +7 for ages which would have meant I wouldn’t have had a game, but when it went to +8 I ended up with Tiger Woods and Lee Westwood. They are two of my favourite golfers of the modern era so being inside the ropes walking behind them is the greatest moment of my golfing life bar none. What a day it was watching them play and I only had seven bunkers to rake behind them.

On the Sunday I was with Boo Weekley and Thongchai Jaidee who were really nice guys and chatted to us walking up the fairways. After the game was over I retired to the BIGGA marquee to watch the last few holes on TV before heading out for photos on the 18th fairway.

I have met so many greenkeepers who have become great friends, just chatting to them all and asking them about their courses and how they do things has been brilliant and I urge any greenkeeper to apply to work on a support team at a major championship and they will feel the same.

Lastly I want to say a massive thank you to Donaghadee Golf Club and all the BIGGA staff for their help and support in what has been the best week of my life and I will definitely be doing it again in the future.

Thank You from BIGGA

Once again, thank you to Sherriff Amenity for kindly sponsoring the internet in the BIGGA marquee keeping the Support Team connected. During the prolonged dry spell, several of the team used this facility to monitor their course irrigation so it proved to be an invaluable resource.

We are also very grateful to Ransomes Jacobsen for providing the rucksacks used by the team – this year they were mostly used to carry water and suncream rather than rain jackets! Also, many thanks to the R&A for working with us to support the entire team before, during and after the event.
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Bernhard Trip

The 12th BIGGA Delegation sponsored by Bernhard will be setting their sights on Orlando, Florida – and here’s how you can be on the plane.

February 2014 sees the world renowned Golf Industry Show head for the Orange County Convention Centre which will be showcasing all manner of new products.

The delegates will also have the opportunity to sample the show’s superb educational programme – this really is an unmissable chance for BIGGA members to further your personal and professional development.

Many previous attendees have spoken of the trip enhancing their CV and career prospects – and have also met fellow greenkeepers who they are still in touch with years later.

Here’s a selection of the glowing reports we had from some of last year’s delegates:

“I’ve made some very good friends for life, and you’ve made a normal greenkeeper who’s just starting out in the industry very welcome after one of the best weeks of my life.” Tim Johnson, The Wilmslow Golf Club.

“It was fascinating to see how the industry operates over there. The Golf Industry Show was on such a large scale it took me two days to take it all in! The delegation were a really good range of ages, jobs and courses.

“My room mate was Derrick Johnstone from Wentworth and it was a great chance to compare the similarities and differences between his club and mine.” Asa English, Rothley Park Golf Club.

So fill in the form on the front cover of this month’s magazine, return it to BIGGA House and you can be in with a shout of joining this trip of a lifetime. The closing date is 20 September 2013.

You will then be sent an application form asking you a series of questions on about yourself, your career ambitions and more.
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Visit the sunshine state
The name Qualibra has the mantle of both and the ‘top hat and tails’ of soil moisture management in more ways than one. Greenkeeper International spent a day with Dr Simon Watson of Fyn­gynha and Duncan Kelso Course Manager at Kings Hill Golf Course at West Malling near Maidstone. Duncan uses Qualibra as part of an integrated soil moisture management programme. ‘It has not come to a better place to see Qualibra put to the test and through its paces and to pass with flying colours on this particular golf course.’

Oasis in dry climate

Combined climate and topography place Kings Hill in an inherently high evapo-transpiration situation. This is a smart course in looks and the methods used to manage sports turf in clearly less than ideal environmental conditions. Duncan Kelso has been here since the course was constructed in 1995 on the old West Malling Airfield, a Second World War Night Fighter Station boasting the legendary Guy Gibson of Dambusters Fame as a station commander. Duncan explained how the course was constructed on a lowland heath environment with classic heathland substrate and soil, very rocky but by the same tokens exceptionally free-draining. At 300 m above sea level it suffers the twin effects of free draining soil and high evapo-transpiration from strong drying winds. Soil moisture drop from evapo-transpiration can be up to 6.5 ml/day during periods of 30°C ambient temperature. “Only UK coastal locations can compare with that” says Duncan, adding how even on an average temperature day the drop is a hefty 3.0 to 3.5 ml. “During the three critical summer months (June, July and August) we expect to lose 100 ml per month. You can see the effects of evapo­transpiration by four o’clock in the afternoon with footprints staying on the turf and grass plants visibly wilting.”

These greens were constructed according to strict USGA specifications using layers of sand. USGA greens are designed with the maintenance of firmness, smoothness and playability very much in mind but the soil conditions are tough on turf – ‘like trying to grow grass on a beach’. High surface temperatures reaching 5-8°C above ambient temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from high evaporation from high surface temperatures reaching 5-8°C above ambient temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill. And any fall-out from temperature in no time are a fact of life at Kings Hill.

Deficit irrigation

Kings Hill clearly runs a policy of ‘Deficit irrigation’ as asked Duncan why not put back the full amount of water lost during the day. “Firstly we will invariably get some rainfall even during the summer months. We calculate on receiving 30 ml/month during each of June, July and August and that goes into the equation.”

The second reason is what can best be described as a ‘horses for courses’ policy to soil moisture movements. By design the award was originally sown and maintained as a fescue/bent mix. As a natural heathland site fescues and bents would have been the predominant wild grasses (Agrostis spp and Festuca spp), inherently well adapted and suited to prevail­ ing climate and soil conditions. “We
the course was constructed in 1995 on the ‘old’ West Malling Airfield, a Second World War Night Fighter Station boasting the legendary Guy Gibson of Dambusters Fame as a station commander.

Duncan explained how the course was constructed on a lowland heath environment with classic heathland substrate and soil. Very rocky but by the same token exceptionally free-draining. At 300 m above sea level it suffers the twin effects of free draining soil and high evapo-transpiration from strong drying winds.

Soil moisture drop from evapo-transpiration can be up to 6.5 ml/day during periods of 30°C ambient temperature. “Only UK coastal locations can compare with that” says Duncan, adding how even on an average temperature day the drop is a hefty 3.0 to 3.5 ml.

“During the three critical summer months (June, July and August) we expect to lose 100 ml per month. You can see the effects of evapo-transpiration by four o’clock in the afternoon with footprints staying on the turf and grass plants visibly wilting.”

These greens were constructed according to strict USGA specifications using layers of sand. USGA greens are designed with the maintenance of firmness, smoothness and playability very much in mind but the soil conditions are tough on turf and grass plants visibly wilting. “Deficit irrigation” so I asked Duncan why not put back the full amount of water lost during the day. “Firstly we will invariably get some rainfall even during the summer months. We calculate on receiving 30 ml/month during each of June, July and August and that goes into the October to March. Abstraction is allowed only when pre-set flow conditions of 890 megalitres/day are met. These will typically exist for only for a relatively short period of time. Fortunately, they are sitting pretty thanks to an on-site reservoir built in 1995 with 5 million litres capacity.

**Deficit irrigation**

Kings Hill clearly runs a policy of ‘Deficit irrigation’ to assuage Kings Hill clearly requires a reliable source of water for irrigation but unfortunately that cannot always come from the local water course. They have an abstraction licence to take 4 million gallons of water/year from Stanton Brook (a tributary of the River Medway) to irrigate the course with hosepipes during the dry months using layers of sand. USGA according to strict USGA specifications using layers of sand. USGA greens are designed with the maintenance of firmness, smoothness and playability very much in mind but the soil conditions are tough on turf and grass plants visibly wilting.

**Rivers and reservoirs**

During a normal summer the workforce manually water the greens with hosepipes during the day. “Our greens are characteristically undulating and therefore suffer differential drying out with ‘high spots’ always going first” says Duncan, adding how it all comes down to skill and experience and knowing each green like the back of your hand, so you instinctively know where to channel the irrigation.

“This is supplementary irrigation and extra and on top of ‘base irrigation’ delivered at night via the Toro sprinkler irrigation system. Governing how much is applied is the information sourced from their very own weather station. Key parameters measured, collated and calculated include solar radiation, wind speed, air temperature, soil temperature and natural rainfall.

“We can measure how much is lost during the day and we calculate on putting back about 50 per cent of this in base irrigation at night. If we lose 3.5/day expected during an average summer we will aim to return around 2.0 ml of this in base irrigation,” says Duncan.

Kings Hill clearly requires a reliable source of water for irrigation but unfortunately that cannot always come from the local water course. They have an abstraction licence to take 4 million gallons of water/year from Stanton Brook (a tributary of the River Medway). Abstraction is allowed only when pre-set flow conditions of 890 megalitres/day are met. These will typically exist for only for a relatively short period of time. Fortunately, they are sitting pretty thanks to an on-site reservoir built in 1995 with 5 million litres capacity.
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Kings Hill clearly runs a policy of ‘Deficit irrigation’ to assuage Kings Hill clearly requires a reliable source of water for irrigation but unfortunately that cannot always come from the local water course. They have an abstraction licence to take 4 million gallons of water/year from Stanton Brook (a tributary of the River Medway). Abstraction is allowed only when pre-set flow conditions of 890 megalitres/day are met. These will typically exist for only for a relatively short period of time. Fortunately, they are sitting pretty thanks to an on-site reservoir built in 1995 with 5 million litres capacity.
work on the basis of ensuring these turf grasses 'stay alive' in summer while letting nature take over and do the rest. The original seed mix was fescue/bent 'wall to wall' and a logical choice given the Kentish Ragstone substrate and soil and the accompanying high drying conditions.

Out on the greens with minimal Poa incursion it was clear to see how the fescue/bent combination was thriving, dominant and clearly at home in this location. As Duncan says, for 17-year old USGA greens to have less than 5 per cent Poa is virtually unique.

Kings Hill turf is challenged by perennial ryegrass which we saw first-hand out on the course. But we also saw how this is taken care of using herbicide in an all Syngenta exercise, applying 'Rescue' at 1 l/ha, for fairways sprayer. 04 and 025 XC nozzles mounted on a boom exercise, applying 'Rescue' at 1 l/ha to all Syngenta we also saw how this is taken care of first-hand out on the course. But Duncan said, for 17-year old USGA greens it was clear to see the accompanying high drying conditions. "The design and development background to Qualibra was quite simply the idea of making much better use of valuable water resources in turf management", says Dr Simon Watson, Technical Manager at Syngenta. He highlights two basic situations where the services of a wetting agent are traditionally sought after.

First situation is water remaining in the top layer of soil to create a soft layer which the roots are unable to exploit. Soft surfaces are the norm. Footmarks stay and playability is compromised with ball roll speed reduced on characteristically soft slow greens.

"Such situations", says Simon, "tend to be species related with worst effects on Poa-based and non-USGA greens." Kings Hill and other comparable courses have overcome such problems by investing in tech-

Qualibra – the double edged sword

A reservoir and a sprinkler irrigation system is clearly not the total answer to Kings Hill unique water resource, supply and utilisation situation. Without sustainable soil water management the course would always be in a 'catch up' situation with water literally 'running away' before its very eyes. Helping the course to hold onto its water is Syngenta's Qualibra wetting agent used as a key component within an integrated soil moisture management programme.

"The design and development background to Qualibra was quite simply the idea of making much better use of valuable water resources in turf management", says Dr Simon Watson, Technical Manager at Syngenta. He highlights two basic situations where the services of a wetting agent are traditionally sought after.

First situation is water remaining in the top layer of soil to create a soft layer which the roots are unable to exploit. Soft surfaces are the norm. Footmarks stay and playability is compromised with ball roll speed reduced on characteristically soft slow greens.

"Such situations", says Simon, "tend to be species related with worst effects on Poa-based and non-USGA greens." Kings Hill and other comparable courses have overcome such problems by investing in tech-

Qualibra fundamentally bridges an apparent divergence in situation and need by presenting both penetrant and water holding properties. The research and development behind Qualibra is all about more evenly distributing moisture throughout the soil profile, thereby increasing the interfacing area of root surface and soil water containing dissolved nutrients.

Qualibra achieves the desired even spread of soil moisture through a unique combination of ‘soil wetting’ components. First is a small-molecule penetrant to move water and achieve the desired spread along the length of root mass, cutting through any hydrophobic zones along the way. Working in tandem with these penetrant properties, is the larger molecule water holding polymer also in Qualibra. This retains moisture right through the root zone, a feat unlikely to be achieved when using a conventional exclusively polymer product.

Soil moisture is now held more effectively at increasing depths in

Qualibra: Deeper thinking

New wetting and water conservation technology that moves water from the surface AND holds it deeper and more evenly in the root zone.

Qualibra technology and growing medium from the very start, designing and constructing to USGA specifications for year-round playability. There is always the option of re-constructing greens to USGA specifications but you can’t just do one. You have to do 9 at least and at up to $25,000/ green you are talking about up to half a million pounds for an entire 18-hole course.

Managers of such courses are looking for products that will move rainwater and night-time irrigation down through the soil profile so that water is not just sitting there during the day to create a wet top layer and poor playability. They would traditionally go for a wetting agent with small molecules and accompanying strong penetrant properties to take water right down through the soil profile. However, by facilitating straight through movement of surface layer water droplets they are also promoting the accompanying rapid passage of dissolved nutrients which are no longer available to the grass plant. "Duncan and other course managers in similar situations are looking to retain moisture in the soil profile", says Simon, "and are therefore looking to polymer technology featuring bigger molecules that can hold on to water by re-connecting with soil particles."

Bridging the gap

Qualibra fundamentally bridges an apparent divergence in situation and need by presenting both penetrant and water holding properties. The research and development behind Qualibra is all about more evenly distributing moisture throughout the soil profile, thereby increasing the interfacing area of root surface and soil water containing dissolved nutrients.

Qualibra achieves the desired even spread of soil moisture through a unique combination of ‘soil wetting’ components. First is a small-molecule penetrant to move water and achieve the desired spread along the length of root mass, cutting through any hydrophobic zones along the way. Working in tandem with these penetrant properties, is the larger molecule water holding polymer also in Qualibra. This retains moisture right through the root zone, a feat unlikely to be achieved when using a conventional exclusively polymer product.

Soil moisture is now held more effectively at increasing depths in

WIN a Go-Pro Hero

Visit qualibraextreme.co.uk for more details!

Experience NEW standards of performance...

"Greens treated with Qualibra were clearly healthier and provided better playing surfaces.”

Ian Coote

Royston Golf Club, Herts

"From what I have seen, using Qualibra would mean I may only need to irrigate once a week – a big saving in time and money.”

Glenn Rayfield

Felixstowe Ferry Golf Club, Suffolk

"Where we had sprayed Qualibra there has been a marked and sustained improvement in sward quality.”

Philip Baldock

Ganton Golf Club, Yorkshire